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A generous
benefactor

Editorial group:
Anne Bartholemew
Sue Egan
Bronwen Gibbs
Sally Holdsworth
Bruce McCallum
Julie McInnes
Georgie Minton
Rod Nuske
Marg Tilleard

Rod Nuske

This edition we say thank you
and farewell to one of our editors,
Karina Smith, who has been with
Nautilus for some time. Karina has been
a guiding force and contributor in the
editing team, sharing her knowledge,
the workload and, most recently,
heavily involved with kicking off the
2017 Somers Short Story Writing
Competition. All this and, at the
same time, she is a regular writer of
wonderful articles for the paper.
Karina is the personification of the
adage: ‘If you want something done,
then ask a busy person to do it.’ She
juggles an incredible work load and
we hope she has some time this year
for other adventures. She has been a
significant member of the Nautilus
team and will be greatly missed.
Thanks for everything Karina – all
the best and we look forward to reading
more of your articles in Nautilus in
2017! 				
ʘ

Printing: Curry Printing, Rosebud
© Copyright remains with the authors &
editors

Our purpose
S

omers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving them an avenue of
expression through:
• News relevant to Somers and the surrounding area as well
as items of general interest.
• Stories and examples of local creative endeavour.
• Letters.

The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in party
politics nor take sides on any issue. However, we encourage
readers to feel free to express their opinions on matters that
concern them and the Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the final
decision of the paper’s content and reserves the right to
edit or omit any item on legal grounds or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily shared
by the editorial committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering for a
diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au

.

T

hanks Karina – all the best!

Correspondence:
Mail: PO Box 338, Somers, Vic. 3927
contributions@somers-nautilus.org.au
ads@somers-nautilus.org.au
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Editorial
team update

Somers Paper Nautilus
invites
Contributors
The generous Don

A

visit to the Bittern Market recently brought an unexpected
benefit for the Nautilus. I went to purchase seedlings
from my usual stall holder, whom I have known for quite a
number of years, in fact ever since he played tennis for Tyabb
Park and I played for Somers. Now Don McCall had also been
a teacher here in Somers in 1951 at the old school, where
he was much loved by the pupils. I happened to present him
with a copy of our recent publication, whereupon he went
to his truck and returned with a $50 note, as he felt that
the Nautilus crew should be supported in their endeavour
to continue with our style of magazine/paper produced for
the enjoyment of the people of Somers.		
ʘ

Bring your interest, your
passion, your story to life!
Send us an article, story, poem
or letter
and enjoy seeing your words in
print.
Not only words!
We love to receive photos.

Share with us what you find
beautiful or interesting.
Submit your story to:
contributions@somersnautilus.org.au

New Committee
of Management for the
foreshore
T

he newly appointed Somers
Fo re s h o re C o m m i t te e o f
Management would like to introduce
themselves to the Somers community
and visitors to this special parcel of land.
We are:
Fiona Stevens –Chair
Clelia McCutcheon - Secretary
Alasdair MacDonald - Treasurer
Rosemary Birney - Member
Sue King – Member

We would like to respectfully
acknowledge the Bunurong people,
traditional custodians of this land;
both Elders past and present. We also
recognise those whose ongoing effort
to protect and promote aboriginal
cultures will leave a lasting legacy for
future Elders and leaders.
We would like to acknowledge past
caretakers for their efforts in managing
the Somers Foreshore Reserve since
it was reserved as Crown Land some
80years ago as well as Parks Victoria
for their management over the past two
and half years.
We look forward to officially taking
on the responsibilities as Committee
of Management in the near future and
really look forward to connecting with

A local Short-beaked Echidna off to
look for food – the Somers Foreshore
Reserve has lots of yummy ants, worms,
larvae and grubs for them to eat. See
if you can find some echidna diggings
next time you’re out walking.
Photo Credit: Ashlee Ferrari of the
Mornington Peninsula Koala Project

the community and stakeholders. Keep
your eyes open for an open day and
come and say hello.
Until then, keep your eyes open for
echidnas – we were lucky enough to
encounter one on our walk today. ʘ

Letter to the Editor

Somers Foreshore
Committee of
Management

I

t’s great to hear on the grapevine
that Somers now has a new Foreshore Committee of Management. The
Committee is made up of volunteers,
selected and appointed by the Department of Environment Land Water and
Planning (DELWP). Congratulations
to those who have been appointed to

take on the responsible task of caring
for our precious Foreshore Reserves on
behalf of the Somers community and all
Victorians.
They will need the support of
as many volunteers as possible for
the never-ending hands-on weed
eradication and revegetation.
Come on Somers people! Give them
a hand. Get involved in working bees if
you can. We are all custodians of our
precious Reserves.
Anne Kotzman

.
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1/8 Sovereign Drive
Hastings Vic 3915

My first 100 days on the
Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council (MPSC).
David Gill
Red Hill ward Councillor

R

ed Hill ward is 50% of the area of
the Mornington Peninsula Shire
with only one councillor, there are 10
councillors representing the other five
wards.
MPSC has 1200 employees and
is one of the busiest municipalities,
having more planning permits issued
than any other Victorian council.
Being your elec ted local
government representative means

dealing with broad issues such as
the appropriate level of community
services, strategic planning decisions
and balancing a 220 million dollar
budget while also helping w it h
matters like a fallen tree, drainage
and noisy dogs.
For me t he m a i n pr oblem s
facing councillors involve inclusion,
information sharing and transparency.
MPSC has too much secrecy around

the decision-making process. Most
mat ters should be dealt with in
publicnot in confidential briefings.
Our community expects openness
and has a reasonable expectation of
transparency and accountability. This
is endorsed in the local government act
and the suggestions of the Ombudsman
in a recent local Government review.
However ,few mat ter s seem
to come before our public council
meetings for decision; for example
all town planning permit applications
can be determined by officers.
The power of the CEO to apparently
control agendas and interfere with
cou nc i l lor s’ not ices of mot ion
potentially impacts the role of elected
councillors and their ability to raise
community issues in public.
Local government is the closest
form of government to the people
and elected Councillors should not be
hindered in presenting views that help
shape our community.
ʘ

The first “Hastings Day”

It is hard to believe that this is here at Hastings.
And to think that this was taking place in the front of what
was once the Hasting Shire Office.
Sir Robert Menzies at the inaugural Hastings Day in October
1969, celebrating the 900th anniversary of the Battle of
Hastings.

.
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A festival now takes place on this date each year.

.
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The Plinths 						
try being Post Office people
High Tech Dentistry with Good Old Fashioned Care

Ph: 5983 5348

Dental Trauma Fridge Cheat Sheet:
Broken Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Find broken fragment and place in milk/saliva
3. Contact dentist
Loose Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Gently push tooth back into position
3. Check no interference on biting
4. Contact dentist
Tooth Completely Knocked Out
1. Pick tooth up by crown only
2. Suck on tooth to remove dirt
3. Put tooth root (pointy part) back into socket
4. Contact dentist
OR
1. Put tooth into milk/saliva
2. Contact dentist (as soon as possible)

.
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Barrington Plinth

I

t was the grandest title Barrington
Plinth ever had in his life; ‘Post Master and Collector of Public Moneys’. Mrs
Plinth didn’t fare so well. She was designated the title of ‘Mistress’’. (It was the
first time Plinth had one of those too).
The thing was the Plinths had two
needs. One: they wanted to return to
Westernport and two: they needed a job.
On the first count, they had been living
on the Peninsula for seventeen years
and after a period in town, they were
homesick. On the second; they had retired
early and now felt they needed to go back
to work. No one would employ a couple of
oldies so they needed to consider buying
themselves a job. And this they did.
They found a dear little Post Office in
a coastal town and put some money down
to secure it. They were congratulating
themselves when all hell broke loose! A
friendly local estate agent had an interest
in the proceedings – he had already sold
the Plinths a house in the village - but he
found himself in the position of having
to convey some startling news to the
couple. The incumbent licensee of the
post office was no more – he had been
thrown out by Australia Post – and the
business closed down. The Post Office
was being operated by Australia Post,
from a caravan just around the corner.
Legal restraints prevent the Plinths
from going to a lot of detail regarding
what happened next; suffice to say, after
a nightmare of court cases, ugly personal
negotiations and even extortion, the
Plinths were granted their license to
operate the Post Office. Oh, and by the
way! A packed community meeting in the
local sailing club hall under the banner,
‘save our post office’, went a long way
towards stopping the Plinths from giving
up, it was a close thing.
So how do you run a Post Office?
Well you have to get up out of bed early
because the mail bags arrive at about 6.30
am and they are supposed to be sorted
into the boxes and street addresses by
opening time at 9.00 am. For the new
operators this was a major challenge,

particularly as so many of the letters
did not include the box numbers on the
envelopes. So they had to squat in front of
the boxes with the customer lists in one
hand while stuffing the letters into the
boxes with the other. By now the early
customers would be flooding in to be
confronted by three upturned backsides,
(the Plinths had a wonderful helper), still
a long way from completing the sorting.
The first few months of mornings were
a stressful way to start the days.
The country Post Office can well
be seen as the parish pump especially
when there are no home mail deliveries.
Everyone has to go into the village where
they collect the mail and then settle
down for a chat and, dare it be said, a
gossip. But beware! The wall of boxes
is anything but soundproof.
Talking of boxes, mischief by some
post office staff can lead to shrieks by the
box holders. The Plinths had a little fluffy
dog onsite; one of their customers used to
clear his mail and then put doggy bits in
his box. The dog looked forward to these
treats but sometimes, in his excitement
he would put his snout in the wrong box.
So an unsuspecting customer would find
her fingers being licked and sucked,
which didn’t go down well. Another

regular trick occurred when a mother
encouraged her little girl to get the
letters out of their box: Mrs Plinth would
reach in and give the child’s hand a couple
of tugs, resulting in excited screams of
delight from outside. On occasion, Mrs
Plinth grabbed the wrong hand in an
adjacent box and gave it a tug and this
didn’t go down well either.
The hardest thing for Barrington
Plinth was trying to remember people’s
names. His solution was to keep a notepad
with appearance clues next to the names.
So he had ‘spotty’, ‘bandy’, ‘half-mast
trousers’, ‘funny hats’, ‘glorious’ and so
on. From the Post Office counter Plinth
could see customers crossing the road
and this gave him time to have a quick
squizzy at his pad. One customer had
become quite peeved when Plinth
continued to forget her name, so he fixed
that with a suitable notation. Next time
she came in he was ready and he greeted
her by name. Her reaction was a little
more dramatic than he had expected.
She went all wobbly and said, “Oh
Barrington. You remembered my name!”
Before he could stop himself he
crooned, “Well you know the old saying:
‘there is no sweeter sound to any person’s
ear than the sound of their own name on
another’s lips.’”
Well that was it! The dear person
clasped her hands to her breast and
asked Plinth to afternoon tea.
Needless to say, Mrs Plinth wasn’t
amused. “We mustn’t mix business with
pleasure”, she said.
Ah well!		
ʘ

.
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Short Story
Competition

Teens Story, 12 to 18 years
Category Judge: Heather Goddard
Winner: The Beach by Pia Murray
Prize: $30 book voucher from Somers General Store
Runner-up: My People by Darcy Carr
Prize: $15 book voucher from Somers General Store

Middle Years Story, 8 to 12 years

W

e are delighted to announce the winners of the 2017 Somers Paper Nautilus Short Story Writing Competition. We
received 48 entries across five categories – a fantastic number
in this our first year.
The theme of the competition was Summertime and Ocean
and the stories that we received were imaginative and fun,
reflective and moving. Thank you to the talented writers who
spent time over summer creating their wonderful stories.
We feel very fortunate to have secured the services of a
stellar judging panel, skilled in writing, editing, teaching and
publishing. Many thanks to judges Garry Disher, Cameron
McCullough, Heather Goddard, Wendy Orr and Maryann
Ballantyne for their time and wisdom.
And we thank our generous sponsors who have helped make
the 2017 competition a reality:
Bendigo Community Bank Balnarring, sponsor of Adult
Fiction and Non Fiction categories
Somers General Store, sponsor of Teens category
Farrell’s Bookshop, sponsor of Middle Years category
Petersen’s Bookstore, sponsor of Junior Years category
Western Port News, for advertising and promoting the
competition to Peninsula readers.
You can read the winning stories in this edition of Nautilus.
Look out for more stories in future editions. Congratulations
to the winners and runners-up.

Open Fiction

Category Judge: Garry Disher
Winner: Mermaid’s Tears by Catriona Morrison
Prize: $150 from Bendigo Community Bank Balnarring
Highly Commended: Balnarring Morning by Jo Fowler
Highly Commended: Outside by Karen Charlton

Open Non-Fiction

Category Judge: Cameron McCullough
Winner: The Last Mistake by Kirsty Stockwell
Prize: $150 from Bendigo Community Bank Balnarring
Highly Commended: The Grassy Spur by Ian Sharp

.
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Category Judge: Wendy Orr
Winner: The Secret Ingredient by Kiana Wallace
Prize: $30 book voucher from Farrell’s Bookshop
Runner-up: Home by Hazel Murray
Prize: $15 book voucher from Farrrell’s Bookshop

Junior Years Story, Under 8 years

Category Judge: Maryann Ballantyne
Winner: The Fox Who Could Swim by Hazel Mazza
Prize: $30 book voucher from Petersen’s Bookstore
Runner-up: At the Beach by Isla Killeen
Prize: $15 book voucher from Petersen’s Bookstore

About our judges

Maryann Ballantyne is the Publisher at the internationally
award-winning Black Dog Books, an imprint of Walker Books
Australia. She has over 30 years experience in book publishing
across genres, including stories for young readers.

Garry Disher has published 50 highly praised and widely
translated books across genres including crime thrillers,
literary, short story and YA/children. His award-winning
novels are read in Australia and overseas. His latest novels
include Signal Loss (seventh in his popular Mornington
Peninsula crime series) and Bitter Wash Road (recently judged
crime novel of the year in Germany).
Heather Goddard is Chair of the Balnarring & District
Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank. She is a literacy
specialist, passionate educator and environmentalist, who
taught at Balnarring Primary School, where she was Literacy
Coordinator for many years.

Cameron McCullough, Publisher, Mornington Peninsula
News Group. Cameron is a journalist and editor, and writes
for many of our local newspapers, including Mornington
News, Western Port News, Southern Peninsula News and
Peninsula Kids.

Wendy Orr is an acclaimed children’s writer, author of the
much-loved Nim’s Island, and many popular children’s books.
Her latest story, Dragonfly Song, has been short-listed for Book
of the Year: Younger Readers, in the Children’s Book Council
of Australia 2017 Book of the Year awards.ds.
ʘ

Winner: Open Fiction

Mermaid’s Tears
Catriona Morris

T

he flotilla of yachts races across the bay, sails like
dorsal fins. Some look to be halfway to the island,
but distances over the sea can be difficult to judge,
particularly for a land-happy person like myself. Your
boat, blue sail billowing, is easy for me to spot. You
are not so far away—in distance at least.

A breeze comes and goes. Enough to speed the
boats and ruffle the shot silk surface of the water.
The sea’s lacy hem ripples along the shore depositing
treasures for children to collect and decorate their
sandcastles: shining pebbles, shells and, occasionally,
a jewel.
Once, long ago, you chanced upon one of these.
A tiny, pink piece of glass scoured and smoothed,
by who knows how many years in the sea, into the
shape of a heart. An omen, you said, and we both
laughed as you knelt on one knee in the shallows and
offered it to me. My heart, forever, you said. I have
that heart still, tucked safely inside a pearly shell;
another find from this beach. A shell too small to
hold the murmur of the ocean, but large enough to
enclose a heart within its perfect spiral.

soon close enough for me to make out your face.
What has been said to make you laugh so? In a few
moments you, and she, will jump into the shallows
ready to haul the boat ashore. So, I stand and walk
away before you notice me. I know your eyes will
be drawn, by habit, towards the steps that lead
up the steep slope to the house where I still live.
Steps you used to race up each day after your early
morning run.
Once home, I take my tiny find from my pocket.
A near perfect, opaque teardrop lies in my palm; a
mermaid’s tear.
I tip my hand and the tear falls into the shell,
onto the heart of glass.
A tide turns.

Time for this little boat and its cargo of treasure
to return to the sea.

Judge’s comment: Ernest Hemingway likened short
stories to icebergs: the visible tip hints at the bulk below
the surface. Despite the 500-word constraint, “Mermaid’s Tears” does more than adroitly render a place
and three characters in a moment of time—it hints at
a past life and old heartaches, and, for the narrator, a
profound shift. 			
ʘ

Today, a sparkle on the shoreline caught my eye.
That fragment of sea glass is now in my pocket
and I roll it between my thumb and fingers, like a
worry bead, as I rest on the soft sand and observe
the summer tableau: a game of beach cricket, half
a dozen teenagers attempting a human pyramid on
the swimming platform before toppling, squealing,
into the water, children paddling and splashing. A
multi-coloured dragon soars and swoops overhead,
its dance orchestrated by the hands of a young man
whilst his excited dog darts around chasing the kite’s
shadow. Everywhere there’s the sound of laughter.
The backdrop—circling yachts. I wonder how far
my tiny jewel has travelled. Had it once been part of
something beautiful, or simply useful, before time
and the ocean relentlessly wore it down?
The club motor boat is rounding up the yachts
now, shepherding them towards shore. Yours is

.
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Winner: Teens

The Beach
Pia Murray

Winner: Open Non Fiction

The Last Mistake
Kirstie Stockwell

E

merging from the house in the morning, I was
enveloped by the heat of the day, the air seemed
suffocating. Cicadas filled the old bleached gumtrees,
their screeches deafening. I rummaged in my bag for
my phone and headphones, trading cicadas for music.

The tune changed, Mum’s face filled the screen. I
swiped decline.
I’m not working today!

The breeze whipped my hair across my face as I
walked the familiar sandy track. I tasted the salty air.
After her fifth call, I turned my phone off.

How is it my fault she bought a cafe! Why do I have
to miss out on summer because of her choices?
Reaching the beach, I hurled my bag to the sand, so
angry I didn’t notice the guy sitting on the beach-hut
steps—who’d had a front row seat to my little tantrum.
It was Jake Harding. I felt my heart sink.

I’d known Jake since kindergarten and now we
shared most classes together at high school. He was
nice, I just hadn’t had anything to do with him. He was
always a bit of a loner.
I sighed heavily. “Hi Jake.”
“Oh, hi,” he mumbled.

Jake’s eyes were red and vacant.
“Are you okay?”

He shrugged looking past me.

“You don’t look okay?” I took a few steps towards him.
“I’ve made a terrible mistake, and...” He trailed off.

“I’m sure it’s not as bad as you think,” I smiled, trying
to lighten his mood.
10

.

“What do you want me to say? Do you expect me
to pour my heart out, so you can laugh at me too?” he
hissed.

“I am not that kind of person ... sorry I bothered
you!” I turned to leave.
“Wait, I’m sorry... well it doesn’t matter now anyway.”

Seeing the anguish on Jake’s face I sat down next to
him, and waited.

He was surprisingly easy to talk to. Hours passed
quickly as we talked about anything and everything—
except his mistake.

The midday sun beat down on us. I suggested lunch
at my mum’s cafe at the hospital.
By the time we’d walked the length of the main street
he felt like an old friend.

Mum and I spied each other through the cafe window;
she dropped everything, raced to meet us and hugged
me tight.

T

he girl went down to the beach every day no matter the weather. She had since the day she was
born, like her mother before her. Some days it was
sunny and warm. On these days, you could hear the
birds chirping outside the little whitewashed cottage
her grandfather had made and it was a relief to get out
of bed. But on some days the girl just wanted to stay
in bed. On these dreary mornings, where everything
smelled like wet unwashed towels, she would go for
her morning swim then come straight back inside to
sit by the fire and warm up.
The beach was part of her; the shells she
collected every day to hang on strings and make
into the beautiful jewelry that she would sell every
month at the market in town. They were patterned
with spots, like the giant brown-and-white cowry
shell that her mother had given her when she

was ten, or stripy like the scallop with its ridges
running out from the top.

The golden, shifting sands that, when she was
younger, would make sandcastles and forts out of,
then jump on. The sand that her sisters would bury
her in, then shape the sand around her to make
her into a mermaid. But these days she would just
stretch out on the sand, absorbing its warmth in
any free moment.

And the ocean. Most importantly the ocean. The
ocean that she would wade into every night to catch
fish for supper. The ocean that she would swim in
at six-thirty every morning to wake herself up for
the day ahead. The green-blue of the whitecapped
peaks as they came racing into shore on a stormy day.
The ocean was always there for her when she needed
it most.

Judge’s comment: This piece was well structured with
some lovely descriptive passages...the writer had spent
time proof reading and editing to ensure that it did, on
the whole, display appropriate sentence structure and
the correct use of the conventions of grammar.
ʘ

I was so embarrassed by her fussing. “Mum, I can’t
breathe.”

“Are you okay?” she said clutching my shoulders
hard.
“Yes, I’m fine, what’s with you?”

“No, I mean, really okay?” Tears spilled from her eyes
as they searched mine. Her words became distorted.
“I’m sorry... been too busy... I love you so much.”

“I love you too Mum, but you’re scaring me! What’s
happened?”

“A boy from school... your age... overdosed... he’s
dead...” Mum managed between sobs.

Like a fearful child she clung to me, her heart
hammered in her chest.
“Who was it?”

“Jake Harding,” she whispered.

I turned to look at the vacant space beside me.

Judge’s comment: This story sent shivers down my spine,
and had a great twist in the tale.
11
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Winner: Under Eight Years

The Fox 				
Who Could Swim
Hazel Mazza

T

here was once a fox called Brownfur. He was very
scared of humans, but he was good friends with
rabbits. Brownfur had whiskers which reached down
to the floor. Because he was friends with rabbits he
mainly ate ducks. It was summer, and Brownfur had
eaten all the ducks he had captured. So he went to
catch some more.

was about the size of a lounge room. Brownfur began
to look for some ducks, but there weren’t any, because
they had all escaped to the island. So he began to swim
through the water.
The reason Brownfur could swim was that he had
webbed feet. He got to the island, and climbed up onto
the land. He began to look for some ducks. He saw a
baby duck. The baby duck said,
‘Before you eat me, can I tell you something?’
‘OK,’ said Brownfur.

‘Ducks also have feelings,’ said the baby duck. ‘By
the way, my name’s Golden Feather.’
‘OK. Well, bye,’ said Brownfur.

Brownfur swam back to the land. After that he
stopped eating ducks.

Brownfur lived where there was a lot of bush, and
there was an entrance to a beach. There was an island
about ten metres away across the water. The island

Judge’s comment: The winning story is delightful; I chose
it for its characterisation and for its sense of place.

Winner: Middle Years

She knew him so well she didn’t have to ask him what
his favourite food was. She just knew. Unlike Tristan,
Jenny had no need to cheat and use magic.

The Secret
Ingredient
By Kiana Wallace

“H

ow are we meant to do that?” Tristan asked his
teacher.

“Exactly as I said young wizard. You must prepare
a meal for a mythical creature of your choice, but
without magic,” said the old wizard teacher.
“The only meal I can prepare without magic is
beans on toast!” Tristan mumbled.

The rest of the cooking class, including his twin
sister Jenny, giggled.

The problem was that Tristan had always relied
on his magic to get through life and now he couldn’t
use it, it scared him. He wasn’t however, a boy who
played by the rules, so after class, he asked the school’s
unicorn what its favourite food was, and when in the
safety of his locked bedroom, used his magic to make
a perfect version of the meal.
Jenny, Tristan’s twin sister, was preparing her
meal for her best friend - a phoenix named Dotus.

.
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The MOrnington Peninsulas
Freshest Market
An independent local market showcasing Melbourne
and the Peninsula’s very best makers, creators,
growers and collectors. 200+ stalls, great kids
entertainment, live music, loads of gourmet food
and local fresh produce!

3rd Saturday of month
9am to 2pm
2017 dates March 18, April 8*, October 21, November 18, December 16
(* not our usual 3rd Saturday)

On the day of the contest, all the children in the
class brought in their animal and meal. The animals
tasted their meals, and quietly delivered their verdicts
to the teacher.
The final two were announced.
Tristan and Jenny.

“Tristan’s cake was perfect. It had the right amount
of everything and it was delicious.” declared the
teacher.
“Jenny’s had flaws, but it was still yummy.”
“And so, the winner is…”

Emu Plains Reser ve
Balnar r ing Racecourse, Coolar t Rd

w w w. e m u p l a i n s m a r ke t . c o m . a u
CRAFT

FARMERS

VINTAGe

Kalang
“Any poems in the
bottom drawer you
need to shake loose?”

gourmet

Eclectic

Poetry Sparks @ Somers
Do you write poetry? Would you welcome feedback to help polish your stanzas?
Poetry Sparks is a new initiative at Kalang Retreat, Somers, Victoria.
Bring poems to a workshop under the direction of Michelle Leber,
widely published Australian poet.
Poetry Sparks runs once a month on Sundays from 3-4.30pm.
Attendees pay by donation.
Email: hello@kalangretreat.com or call Michelle on 0478747288

Tristan started to move up to the stage.
“Jenny!”

The class cheered. The teacher said “Even though
Jenny’s meal had flaws, it was still delicious and there
was one secret ingredient that made it much better
than Tristan’s.”
“It was made with love.”

Judge’s comment: This is a very well written story, which
feels as if could be part of a longer book, or series of stories
about the same characters. I think that, like its conclusion,
this story was made with love. 		
ʘ
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‘I start to grasp the path, and, in their courses,
The hobnailed stars
Sway
And scrape their boots’

Mark Stokes

T

Lines written after sputnik was
launched in 1957

hey tell me that golf imitates life. Some
say that life imitates golf, which may
be true. Maybe! On that day I hit off from
the ﬁrst tee just outside the club house.
I don’t recall the shot as I was in a quiet,
ruminative mood and set off after the ball.
Walking down the hill to the fairway the
thought came to me: I will never be on
an honour board in the club. I will not be
Club Captain, I will never be President.
I will never be Club Champion, nor will
I hold the record. Ah, well... such is life.
I played the round and another round
two days later. Then the next week and
so it went. About three weeks later I was
playing and came to the short twelfth.
About 140 metres, with an elevated tee.
Deep, ugly bunkers right and left of the
front of the green. To the right, the ground
fell away sharply and at the back of the
green was an ugly drop. From tee to green
was just rough, and not a place to be. I
addressed the ball, feeling conﬁdent and
strong. This is going to be a good ball, I
thought. Yeah! Well, I topped it! It fell off
the tee, over the edge and down the slope.
I turned away in disappointment. I didn’t
want to watch it down the hill. It headed
for the bunker on the right, struck something and swung to the bunker on the
left. It ran along the lip of the bunker and,
instead of falling into the sand it veered
to the right and onto the green. It rolled
along the green towards the pin. Someone
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said in a squeaky voice, ‘It’s going to be
nearest the pin.’ Then in an almost shout,
‘It’s in the hole, it’s a hole in one.’ It was
the talk of the club house. I bought drinks
all round. The ball was to be mounted,
my name to go on the honour board. The
Club Captain kidded me for months about
it. So! There’s no rule about how a hole
in one is made. It just has to go into the
hole with one stroke. Any hole in one has
the elements of a miracle, this one more
than most. I thought, that’s bit like life.
I remember, I met girl, we struck it off
together, got married and it was a bit like
the golf ball. It went everywhere, bumps
and rocks and the rough. Into the bunker
and out and somehow it made it to the
green, and, like the hole in one, we ﬁnally
fell in love. A miracle? Perhaps a gift, but
from who or what? Just like the hole in
one. Perhaps there is someone watching.
Someone with a sense of the ridiculous,
with a sense of humour. I didn’t make
any requests. I thought, perhaps less
than thought, that I would have liked to
have made it to an honour board and this
someone (something?) said, ‘Why not?‘,
and gave it to me in such a manner that it
could never be attributed to my skill, but
just had to be a gift of some description.
Perhaps happiness in life could be such
a gift. Perhaps one doesn’t need to work
at it, just wordlessly desire it and be open
to it when it happens.
ʘ

Memories
of Betty
Amsden
Rod Nuske

F

arewell to a remarkable lady, Miss
Betty Amsden AO DSJ, who passed
away on February 26th, at the age of 90
years and who had been a past resident
here in Somers for 50 years.
If there was a reason that most
people in Somers were unaware of her
presence it was that, unlike her highprofile life in the city, she came here for
relaxation to enable her to cope with
her incredible life in Melbourne.
Betty created her own fortune and
then worked hard at helping others. At
the recent Celebration of her Life, held
at the State Theatre in the Arts Centre,
her incredible philanthropy and care
for others was much evidenced by the
fact that there were no empty seats in
the theatre.
K now n as t he Ar t s Angel of
Melbourne, she was a long time
patron of the Arts Centre Melbourne,
and supported Orchestra Victoria, the
Melbourne Chamber Orchestra, the
Victorian Opera and the Australian
Ballet School. Betty had also been a vice
patron of Guide Dogs Victoria and a
board member of the RSPCA.
Betty was truly a wonderful human
being and humble at all times.
More details of Betty’s life are
available in Nautilus, Issue 56, FebMarch 2015.
ʘ
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Obituary

John Ernest
Hatton
30/12/1938-9/3/2017
Rod Nuske

T

here is so much one could say
about John Hatton; it is difficult to
know what to leave out. To begin with,
there was his talent in whatever field
he applied his mind, his ambition to
achieve, his self-belief, his energy and
work ethic, all of which were apparent
from an early age.
His younger years were spent
in quiet suburban Fitzroy; at 15 he
graduated from high school and joined
the Royal Insurance Company in Collins
Street.
Realising that to succeed he would
need to qualify through the Australian
Insurance Institute, John attended
classes two nights a week, as well as
working overtime one night a week for
his employer.
Life was full-on for John through the
mid 1950s: working, studying, playing
tennis at a high level—in the 15-yearold age group he was the best player
in Victoria—and active in the teenage
social whirl of the time. In 1956 he was
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a member of the Reservoir under-18
football team.
In 1958 John resigned from Royal
Insurance and joined insurance
broker Medhurst Taylor as an account
executive. There he met his future wife,
Elizabeth; their engagement in 1959
was followed by a wedding in 1960.
At their home in Ferntree Gully they
welcomed the arrival of their first child
Jacqueline.
About this time Medhurst Taylor
had been sold to Baillieu Allard, so John
moved to new offices in Collins Street.
Despite the new responsibilities at
work and at home he continued with his
tennis and football. In 1964 John was
appointed Marine Manager for Victoria.
And a second daughter, Allison joined
the family.
John was considering greater
business opportunities which came
with an assignment in Hobart, so the
family moved. The Hobart bush fires
of 1967 burnt many nearby homes, but
left theirs intact. Around this time John
took up golf and also joined the Hobart
Lions Club. He and Elizabeth welcomed
a third daughter, Fiona.
In 1970, CT Bowring Ltd purchased
Baillieu Allard; the Hatton family
remained in Hobart for a further three
years with John as a Bowring employee.
Back in Melbourne in 1973, John was
busy as he progressed from deputy to
managing director for Victoria, became
a director of the parent company and
finally, chief executive officer for
Australia.
Then came the magic moment in
1979 when they bought land in Somers.
From this time John travelled a lot,
mainly to the UK and USA, but found
time with Elizabeth to build a holiday
home in Somers.
In 1983 John was appointed CEO
for 96 of the US-based offices of Marsh
and McLennan, so John and Elizabeth
moved into an apartment in New York
and acquired a weekend home in
Connecticut. This led them to purchase
a 28-foot Baha Cruiser, appropriately
named Moomba.
John represented his employer on
the Asia Pacific Council of the United
States Senate, the International
Committee of the Insurance Broker’s
Council, the US Chamber of Commerce
and the boards of the Australian

American Association and the New
Zealand American Council.
Despite their many commitments,
John and Elizabeth travelled home to
Australia twice a year and enjoyed
visits from their children. Somehow
there was time for trips to Europe, the
Virgin Islands and Mexico. Between
1988 and 1995 their daughters all
married, and Jacqueline has remained
in the US.
John retired in 1994 after 40
years in the insurance industry. Busy
as always, he formed an insurance
consulting business and became
involved with the American Skin Cancer
Foundation. During the 1990s he was
President of the American Australian
Studies Foundation in New York and
the Australian Education Office in New
York.
John and Elizabeth purchased their
final home, Green Hedges, in Somers in
1995. Prior to returning to Australia,
they renovated and extended the
property and retired there permanently
in 1999.
There does not seem to be a
committee John joined where he wasn’t
elected president! These included
the Foreshore Committee, Somers
Residents Association and Balnarring
Men’s Probus. His decision to become
a member of Somers Yacht Club was
indeed a fortuitous one for the club:
the roof of the yacht club was blown
off during a storm and John headed the
committee that dealt with the insurance
company and supervised the excellent
reconstruction of the club house. He
later became SYC commodore.
Elizabeth and John generously
hosted many charity events at Green
Hedges, including the Red Cross, of
which Elizabeth is a member. The last
Red Cross event was held one week
before John succumbed to illness, and
he bravely came out to chat with the
many locals who had attended.
John coped with 20 years of ill health
with an amazing positive attitude and
always had a smile to brighten your
day; for someone who had been at the
top of the corporate ladder he was
so unassuming in his demeanour. He
was greatly loved by his children and
grandchildren, and a friend to all. John
has provided a philosophy for life that
we could all follow. 		
ʘ

Q&A with Tim Growcott:
Coolart’s Artist-in-Residence
T

he Coolart Wetlands and Homestead
Artist-in-Residence project is a pilot
program initiated by Oak Hill Gallery and
Parks Victoria. The Residency entitles
the artist to access studio space in the
Barracks building during Park opening
hours, and permits access to the Tack
Room at the rear of the homestead for
exhibiting work. The artist selected to
undertake the inaugural Spring-Summer Residency is Somers artist Timothy
Growcott.
Q: What is your artistic background?
I’m a screen printer by trade, trained
in textile design and I also like to draw.
My textile designs are usually based
on drawings from nature, which is my
main inspiration. I use computers a lot,
scanning my drawings into Photoshop
and then multiplying them to form
patterns. I’m quite fascinated by pattern
and replication and subtle variations
that make every copy unique – this is
seen at many levels in nature and applies
to humans too!

Creativity
takes
courage.
Henri
Matisse

Q: What attracted you to working at
Coolart?
For me, Coolart is a place where positive
European values attempt to harmonise
with the pre-existing culture and
environment of this country. The first
Europeans to settle here (the Meyricks)
had a good relationship with local
Boonwurrung people who knew the area
(extending to Sandy point) as ‘Kul-luk’
(anglicised to become ‘Cool-art’). This
area was later earmarked to become a
reservation (at their request).
The Homestead was built at a time
when the industrial revolution was still
in its infancy and most things were done
with elbow grease and horse-power.
Food was grown and processed onsite; tools and clothes were handmade
to last. There was no such thing as
global warming, nuclear war or traffic
congestion. You feel the peace and quiet
of long-gone times when you stroll at
Coolart.
The last – and longest – residents
at Coolart, Tom Luxton and his

wife Gertrude possessed strong
environmental values, preserving and
extending the wetland habitat and
ultimately bequeathing the property to
Parks Victoria as a nature reserve. This
is a success story for the birds, plants
and animals that call Coolart home – and
for the rest of us who love a good picnic
over fast food.
As a descendant of colonials, and a
modern environmentalist, the stories
of Coolart help me trace my journey to
where I am today.
Q: What are the outcomes of the
Residency?
I have a display of prints in the Tack
Room, which are made from sketches
I did late last year whilst observing
the comings and goings of birds on the
lagoon. Right now I’m working on a new
range of wallpapers, which I’m hoping
to display in the Homestead for Easter.
I’ve met a lot of great people whilst
working in the studio at Coolart, and
welcome visitors whenever I’m there.
There’s a community atmosphere,
probably due to the many connections
past and present that people have with
the property. It’s such a beautiful and
relaxing place to work.
Tim Growcott:
Screenprint | Design |Training
topendtextiles@gmail.com ʘ

Holy Week & Easter Ceremonies

Our Lady Star of the
Sea Catholic Chapel
Nelson Road – HMAS CERBERUS
Navy Chaplain- Father Paul Stuart, RAN.

Tel. (03) 5931 5841All welcome!

Haven’t been to church for awhile? – Who cares, Come on over

Garden desiGn,
consultation
& rejuvenation
Libby 0413 807 947

Good Friday Friday 14 April
Stations of the Cross
				
Good Friday Service
Saturday 15 April		
Easter Fire & Vigil Mass
Easter Sunday Sunday 16 April Easter Mass		
(chocolate Easter eggs for children)

11.00am to 11.45am
3.00pm to 4.00pm
8.00pm to 9.00pm
9.30am to 10.20am

Please note: photographic ID eg. car licence, is required at Security Gate. Enter via the
West gate (cnr Davies Road & South Beach Road, Somers) or the East gate (via Stony
Point Road, Crib Point)

www.military.catholic.org.au
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Merricks
Creek Mouth
Works

Climbing frames
Penny Woodward

H

Geoff Hall

L

ast year the Somers Paper Nautilus
carried an update on the studies
undertaken into problems arising from
the construction of the rock wall at the
mouth of Merricks Creek in 2012 (Issue 63, July-August 2016). At that time,
design work was being undertaken to
increase the “roughness” of the wall
in accordance with the recommendations of the consultants, Alluvium
and Melbourne University’s School
of Geography.
T he a i m of i nc r e a s i n g t he
“ r ou g h ne s s ” i s t o r e duc e t he
channelling along the wall edge which
is keeping the mouth of the creek
permanently open and by doing so,
restore the creek’s historical opening
and closing cycles. The benefits of this
are threefold:
• A reduction in the quantity of
seagrass carried up the creek to
Balnarring Beach which will in turn
reduce the rotten egg gas smell from
its resulting decomposition.
• A reduction in the size of the ebbtide delta. This large sand delta, which
now extends well out to sea, has been
estimated to contain 100,000 cubic
metres of sand and significantly
alters the tidal patterns and west-toeast longshore drift in the vicinity
of the mouth. This is the sand that
would normally replenish the beaches
between the creek mouth and Sandy
Point.
• The potential to reduce the size
of the flood-tide delta upstream of
the mouth and restore the creek’s
recreational amenity to the camps
and the community. The depth of the
creek has been reduced by more than a
metre well beyond Lord Somers Camp
bridge. With the re-establishment of
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Working on the installation.

The initial pile driving.

The first baffle is completed except for the trimming of the piles.

the historic opening and closing cycles
we can anticipate that the natural
breakouts when the creek is full will
assist in scouring out this sand.
The Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
commissioned At k ins Mar ine
Engineering Pty Ltd to design the

new works. Their design basically
replicates the baffles that were part
of the timber training wall installed
in the mid 1970’s and which served
so well for four decades. Late last
year, MAW Civil Marine Pty Ltd from
Dromana was contracted to install
the baffles and work began shortly

after the summer school holidays
were over.
There are three baffles installed,
e ach about 6me t r e s w ide a nd
2.5metres tall mounted on 3 piles
driven into the creek bed. They
are inst a lled a long t he c ur ved
section of the wall at approximately
20metre intervals. MAW Civil faced
a challenging task in driving the
piles:the creek bed is a complex
mixture of sand, red and white clays
and finally basalt rock. Installing
the baff les themselves brought its
own set of challenges – working with
the tides, using hydraulic drilling
equipment that works under water as
well as needing to bring the portable
equipment along the beach from
Balnarring Beach every day.
With the completion of the baffles
one more task remains for DELWP and
Melbourne Water, the stream manager.
It is the implementation of Melbourne
Un iver s it y ’s r e c om mend at ion
for monitoring of the entrance
geomorphology and hydrodynamics.
This will provide information on the
degree of success of the works, thus
providing a model for the future
management of Merricks Creek; and
the assessment of the flow-on effects
from the reworking of the ebb tidal
delta. ʘ

The DWELP notice in Parklands
Avenue.

ow about recycling some ordinary
objects into climbing frames for vegies? My favourite is my small ladder.
I painted it purple and now use it for
cucumbers in summer and peas in winter. It adds a patch of bright colour to
the garden bed as well as keeping these
vegetables off the ground and easy to
harvest. I also use prunings from my fruit
trees to create tripods and teepees to
support beans, peas, malabar spinach,
tuberous nasturtiums and more. Recycled ‘reo’ wire is perfect for long lines of
climbing beans, or creating a framework
to support indeterminate tomatoes.
Another innovative idea I have seen is
to use the frame of a garden umbrella to
support beans, or even small pumpkins.
So, if your market umbrella starts to fray
and rip, then remove the fabric, anchor
the base firmly into the ground and plant
the vegies around the base. Once they
have twined their way up the central
pole you can then encourage them to
grow along the struts. This conveniently
allow the beans, melons, or other fruit
to hang down below the frame, making
them easy to pick.
Although they are getting harder
to find, the old bedsprings from an
innerspring mattress make a fantastic
frame for beans and peas, giving them
plenty of support to twist around.
Some bed ends also make excellent
climbing frames. Alternatively if you
have a wooden children’s play pen that
you no longer use, then remove the
hinges from the opposite corners and
tip them onto their ends giving you two
simple A frames for climbing pumpkins,
cucumbers or beans. Bike wheels with
the tyres removed can be mounted on
fences for climbing plants, or clotheshorses can be simply placed over
climbing vegies of all sorts to provide
support.
In this throw away world, finding
ways to re-purpose items that would
otherwise go to a tip, contributes in a
small way to sustainability. They can
also look great, and make you smile. You
are only limited by your imagination!
©www.pennywoodward.com.au ʘ
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Red Cross
garden walk 		
in Somers

At Kevin and Judy Sacks’ home, Kevin was on hand to talk
about the numerous shrubs in their beautiful garden.
The first garden on the walk around belonged to Roger and
Chris James, where Roger was surprised to be greeted by a
gentleman he last saw in Chicago in 1982.

Red Cross ladies Margaret Gartner,
Pam Marshall and Meg Collins-Hughes
provide a cup of tea from the samovar.
On the lawn at John and Elizabeth
Hatton’s home, for a most welcome
afternoon tea.
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